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Abstract
An asymptotic formula for the number of labeled h-hypergraphs of order n and diameter equal
to k, denoted by H (n; h;d= k) is found as n!1 for every h>3 and k>2. This depends on
the parity of k and is more precise for k>5. As a consequence, it is deduced that for every
xed h>3 and k>1, limn!1H (n; h;d = k)=H (n; h;d = k + 1) =1 holds, thus extending the
corresponding results for graphs and digraphs. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Denitions and notation
A simple hypergraph H = (X;E), with order n = jX j and size m = jEj, consists of
a vertex-set V (H) = X and an edge-set E(H) = E, where EX and jEj>2 for each
edge E in E. H is h-uniform, or is an h-hypergraph, if jEj= h for each E in E. The
number of edges containing a vertex x is its degree dH (x).
Two vertices u,v of H are in the same component if there are vertices x0 = u; x1; : : : ;
xk = v and edges E1; : : : ; Ek of H such that xi−1; xi 2 Ei for each i(16i6k). If H
has only one component then it is connected. A path P of length k in H [1] is
a subhypergraph comprising k + 1 distinct vertices x1; : : : ; xk+1 and k distinct edges
E1; : : : ; Ek of H such that xi; xi+1 2 Ei for each i, 16i6k. For a connected hypergraph
H the distance d(x; y) between vertices x and y is the length of a shortest path between
them. The eccentricity of a vertex x is ecc(x)=maxy2V (H) d(x; y). The diameter of H ,
denoted d(H), is equal to maxx2V (H) ecc(x)=maxx;y2V (H) d(x; y) if H is connected and
1 otherwise. Let A(k)ij be the set of h-hypergraphs H with vertex set f1; : : : ; ng such that
the distance between vertices i and j is at least k. By H (n; h;d= k) and H (n; h;d>k)
we denote the number of labeled h-hypergraphs H of order n and diameter d(H) = k
and d(H)>k, respectively.
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We say that almost all h-hypergraphs have a property P when the ratio between
the number of labeled h-hypergraphs of order n possessing P and the number of all
labeled h-hypergraphs of order n, i.e. 2(
n
h ), approaches 1 as n ! 1. For every real x
and natural n>1 let (x)n denote the product x(x − 1) : : : (x − n+ 1).
2. Preliminary results
Contrary to the case of graphs (when almost all graphs have diameter two [2]),
almost all h-hypergraphs have diameter equal to one for every h>3:
Lemma 2.1. For every h>3 almost all h-hypergraphs H of order n have diameter
one as n !1.
Proof. Since A(2)ij for 16i< j6n is the set of h-hypergraphs such that vertices i and
j are not contained in any edge of H it follows that jA(2)ij j = 2(
n
h )−( n−2h−2 ). The set of
h-hypergraphs of order n with diameter greater than one is precisely
S
16i<j6n A
(2)
ij
and 
[
16i<j6n
A(2)ij
6
X
16i<j6n
jA(2)ij j=
n
2

2(
n
h )−( n−2h−2 ); (1)
hence limn!1j
S
16i<j6n A
(2)
ij j=2(
n
h ) = 0 for every h>3.
Lemma 2.2. Let A; B be two disjoint sets such that jAj = p and jBj = q. Then the
number of h-hypergraphs H with vertex set V (H)=A[B; E(H) has no edge included
in A or in B and dH (x)>1 for every vertex x 2 B equals
a(p; q) = (p; q)−
q
1

(p; q− 1) +
q
2

(p; q− 2)−   + (−1)q; (2)
where (p; q) = 2(
p+q
h )−( ph )−( qh ) for every p; q>0.
Proof. Note that (p; q) is the number of h-hypergraphs H such that V (H) = A [ B
and no edge of H is included in A or in B. Now (2) follows by the inclusion-exclusion
principle.
It is clear that a(p; q) = 1 for every p; q>1 such that p+ q= h.
Lemma 2.3. If q>1 is xed and p !1 or if p>1 is xed and q !1 then
a(p; q) = (p; q)(1 + o(1))
holds.
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Proof. The property follows from the Bonferroni inequalities
(p; q)−
q
1

(p; q− 1)6a(p; q)6(p; q)
since h>3.
In the next chapter we need the following extremal property of an arithmetic function.
Let k>3 and
g(n; h; n1; : : : ; nk) =

n
n1; : : : ; nk

2
Pk−1
i=1
( ni+ni+1h )−
Pk−1
i=2
( nih)−jfi:ni+ni+1=hgj; (3)
where (n1; : : : ; nk) belongs to the domain D(n; k; h) dened by: n1; : : : ; nk are positive
integers such that n1 +   + nk = n;
n1 = 1 and ni + ni+1>h for every i = 1; : : : ; k − 1: (4)
We denote
g(n; k; h) = max
(n1 ;:::; nk )2D(n;k;h)
g(n; h; n1; : : : ; nk):
Note that the function g(n; h; n1; : : : ; nk) counts the number of labeled h-hypergraphs
with a certain layered structure, as we shall see later.
Theorem 2.4. We have g(n; 3; h)=n(n−1)2( nh)−( n−2h−2)=n(n−1)2( nh)−[1=(h−2)!]nh−2+O(nh−3)
for every h>3 and
g(n; k; h) =
(n)n−(k−1)h=2
((h− 1)!)(k−1)=2 2
2( n−(k−1)h=2+h−1h )−( n−(k−1)h=2h )
= 2(
n
h)+nh−1(k;h)+O(nh−2) for every xed h>3 and odd k>5;
g(n; k; h) =
(n)n−kh=2+h−1
((h− 1)!)(k−2)=2 2
( n−kh=2+2h−2h )+( n−kh=2+h−1h−1 )
= 2(
n
h)+nh−1(k;h)+O(nh−2) for every xed h>3 and even k>4;
where
(k; h) =
1
2(h− 1)! (h(5− k)− 4) for odd k>5
and
(k; h) =
1
2(h− 1)! (h(4− k)− 2) for even k>4:
Proof. We will deduce some properties of the systems (m1; : : : ; mk) 2 D(n; k; h) that
maximize g(n; h; n1; : : : ; nk).
Claim 1. We have mk = 1.
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Let  2 N, >1 and nk = + 1; we deduce that
g(n; h; n1; : : : ; nk−1 + 1; )
g(n; h; n1; : : : ; nk−1; + 1)
>
+ 1
nk−1 + 1
2(
nk−1+nk−2
h−1 )−(
nk−1
h−1 ):
If nk−16h−1, since nk−1+nk−2>h this ratio is greater than or equal to (2=h)2(
h
h−1 )−1=
2h=h> 1 for h>3; otherwise nk−1>h and this ratio is bounded below by
+ 1
nk−1 + 1
2(
nk−1+1
h−1 )−(
nk−1
h−1 ) =
+ 1
nk−1 + 1
2(
nk−1
h−2 )>
2nk−1+1
nk−1 + 1
> 1:
This shows that mk = 1 for any k-tuple (m1; : : : ; mk) maximizing g(n; h; n1; : : : ; nk).
Claim 2. If k>4 then min(mi; mi+1)6h− 1 for every i = 2; : : : ; k − 2.
Suppose that (n1; : : : ; nk) = (n1; : : : ; ; a; b; ; : : : ; nk) where a; b>h. By denoting
R1 =
g(n; h; n1; : : : ; ; a− 1; b+ 1; ; : : : ; nk)
g(n; h; n1; : : : ; nk)
and
R2 =
g(n; h; n1; : : : ; ; a+ 1; b− 1; ; : : : ; nk)
g(n; h; n1; : : : ; nk)
we deduce that R1R2>[ab=(a+ 1)(b+ 1)]2f(a;b;;;h)−1, where
f(a; b; ; ; h) =

b+  − 1
h− 2

−

b− 1
h− 2

+

a+ − 1
h− 2

−

a− 1
h− 2

(5)
unless a= b= h and = =1, when R1R2 = [ab=(a+1)(b+1)]2f(a;b;;;h)−2. We get
f(a; b; ; ; h)>

b− 1
h− 3

+

a− 1
h− 3

>2
since ; >1 and a, b>h>3 and f(a; b; ; ; h) = 2 only for h= 3 and  =  = 1. It
follows that for h>4 or for h = 3 and max(a; b)>4 or for h = 3 and max(; )>2
we have R1R2>[2ab=(a + 1)(b + 1)]> 1. Consequently, in this case R1R2> 1 thus
implying max(R1; R2)> 1 and (n1; : : : ; nk) cannot be a k-tuple maximizing g.
It remains to consider the case when h= 3, a= b= 3 and = = 1. There exists a
suciently large component np of (n1; : : : ; nk) as n !1. In this case
g(n; h; n1; : : : ; 1; 2; 3; 1; : : : ; ; np + 1; ; : : : ; nk)
g(n; h; n1; : : : ; 1; 3; 3; 1; : : : ; ; np; ; : : : ; nk)
> 1
and (n1; : : : ; nk) cannot again maximize g.
Claim 3. Let a, b>h and 16; ; ; 6h − 1. Then (n1; : : : ; ; a; ; : : : ; ; b; ; : : : ; nk)
cannot be a k-tuple maximizing g.
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If
R3 =
g(n; h; n1; : : : ; ; a− 1; ; : : : ; ; b+ 1; ; : : : ; nk)
g(n; h; n1; : : : ; nk)
and
R4 =
g(n; h; n1; : : : ; ; a+ 1; ; : : : ; ; b− 1; ; : : : ; nk)
g(n; h; n1; : : : ; nk)
then
R3R4>
ab
(a+ 1)(b+ 1)
2f(a;b;; ;h)+(
a+−1
h−2 )+( b+−1h−2 )−4>
4ab
(a+ 1)(b+ 1)
> 1;
where f is dened by (5).
In a similar way we can prove the following two claims:
Claim 4. Let a; b>h and 16; ; 6h−1. Then the k-tuple (n1; : : : ; ; a; ; b; ; : : : ; nk)
cannot maximize g.
It follows that in the sequence (m1; : : : ; mk) exactly one member is greater than h−1
for suciently large n.
Claim 5. For k>4 if the k-tuple (m1; : : : ; mk) maximizes g then for suciently large
n we have max(mi; mi+1)6h− 1 implies mi + mi+1 = h for every 16i6k − 1.
Let (m1; : : : ; mk) = (: : : ; x; y; z; : : :), where 16x; z6h − 1 and y>h. Then it is clear
that there exist two constants C1, C2> 0 (depending only on h and k) such that
C1’(x; y; z)6
g(n; h;m1; : : : ; mk)
n!
6C2’(x; y; z) (6)
as n !1, where
’(x; y; z) =
1
y!
2(
x+y
h )+(y+zh )−(yh) and ’(x; y; z) = ’(z; y; x):
One deduces that
’(x; y + 1; z)
’(x; y; z)
=
1
y + 1
2(
x+y
h−1)+( y+zh−1)−( yh−1)
>
1
y + 1
2(
y+1
h−1)+( yh−2) !1 as y !1
(hence as n !1):
Also
’(x − 1; y + 1; z)
’(x; y; z)
=
x
y + 1
2(
y+z
h−1)−( yh−1)
>
x
y + 1
2(
y
h−2) !1 as y !1:
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From (6) it follows that the single member y greater than h − 1 in the sequence
(m1; : : : ; mk) must have a maximal value in the domain D(n; k; h) for suciently large
n. We shall consider two cases: I. k is odd; II. k is even.
I. Let k odd, k>5 and y=mr , where 26r6k − 1. If r is odd, by summing up the
inequalities m1 + m2>h; : : : ; mr−2 + mr−1>h, mr+1 + mr+2>h; : : : ; mk−1 + mk>h one
gets y6n− (k − 1)h=2. Because m1 =mk =1 and mi +mi+1>h for every 16i6k − 1
we deduce that y = n− (k − 1)h=2 for 16x6h− 1 and 16z6h− 1. But
’(x + 1; y; z)
’(x; y; z)
=
1
x + 1
2(
x+y
h−1) !1 as y !1:
A similar conclusion holds for z; it follows that for suciently large n we have
x = z = h− 1 and the components less than h of the sequence (m1; : : : ; mk) are 1 and
h− 1 alternately.
If r is even from the inequalities m2 + m3>h; : : : ; mr−2 + mr−1>h, mr+1 + mr+2>
h; : : : ; mk−2 + mk−1>h we deduce y6n− (k − 1)h=2 + h− 2. Since m1 = mk = 1 and
mi + mi+1>h for every 16i6k − 1 we obtain that y = n − (k − 1)h=2 + h − 2 for
x = z = 1.
Now by denoting x1 = z1 = h − 1, y1 = n − (k − 1)h=2 and x2 = z2 = 1 and
y2 = n− (k − 1)h=2 + h− 2 we get limn!1’(x1; y1; z1)=’(x2; y2; z2) =1.
It follows that for k odd, k>5, the k-tuple (m1; : : : ; mk) maximizing g has the prop-
erty that the single component y greater than h−1 is equal to n− (k−1)h=2, its order
position is odd, its neighboring components are equal to h − 1 and all components
dierent from y are 1 and h− 1 alternately.
II. In this case k is even, k>4; if y = mr and r is odd, by summing up the
inequalities m1 +m2>h; : : : ; mr−2 +mr−1>h, mr+1 +mr+2>h; : : : ; mk−2 +mk−1>h one
obtains y6n− (k − 2)h=2− 1 = n− kh=2 + h− 1.
Since m1 = mk = 1 and mi + mi+1>h for every 16i6k − 1 we deduce that
y = n − kh=2 + h − 1 for z = 1 and 16x6h − 1. In a similar way as for case I we
deduce that x = h− 1 and z = 1 which imply that all components dierent from y of
the sequence (m1; : : : ; mk) maximizing g are 1 and h− 1 alternately.
If r is even then m1=1, m2+m3>h; : : : ; mr−2+mr−1>h, mr+1+mr+2>h; : : : ; mk−1+
mk>h which imply that y6n− kh=2+ h− 1. We have y= n− kh=2+ h− 1 for x=1
and 16z6h− 1 which imply, as above, that x = 1 and z = h− 1.
It follows that for k even, k>4, the k-tuple (m1; : : : ; mk) maximizing g has the
component y greater than h− 1 equal to n− kh=2 + h− 1, its order position is odd or
even and its neighboring components are equal to 1 and h− 1 so that all components
dierent from y are 1 and h− 1 alternately.
Now we will deduce the asymptotic expression for g(n; k; h) in three cases: (A) k
even, k>4; (B) k odd, k>5 and (C) k = 3.
(A) If k is even, k>4 from (3) and the characterization of the k-tuples maximizing
g as n !1 it follows that for suciently large n,
g(n; k; h) =
(n)n−kh=2+h−1
((h− 1)!)(k−2)=2 2
 (n;k;h);
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where
 (n; k; h) =

n− kh2 + 2h− 2
h

+

n− kh2 + h− 1
h− 1

=
n
h

+ nh−1(k; h) + O(nh−2)
and (k; h) = (1=2(h− 1)!)(4h− kh− 2).
(B) For k odd, k>5 we get that
g(n; k; h) =
(n)n−(k−1)h=2
((h− 1)!)(k−1)=2 2
 (n;k;h)
where for k odd
 (n; k; h) = 2
 
n− (k−1)h2 + h− 1
h
!
−
 
n− (k−1)h2
h
!
=
n
h

+ nh−1(k; h) + O(nh−2);
and (k; h) = (1=2(h− 1)!)(5h− kh− 4).
(C) If k=3 from Claim 1 one deduces that the triplet which maximize g is (1; n−2; 1)
and g(n; 3; h) = n(n− 1)2 (n;3; h), where
 (n; 3; h) = 2

n− 1
h

−

n− 2
h

=
n
h

−

n− 2
h− 2

=
n
h

− 1
(h− 2)!n
h−2
+O(nh−3):
Lemma 2.5. The following equality holds:X
(n1 ;:::; nk )2D(n;k;h)
g(n; h; n1; : : : ; nk) = g(n; k; h)(1 + o(1))
for every k; h>3.
Proof. If (m1; : : : ; mk) 2 D(n; k; h) denotes, as above, a k-tuple maximizing
g(n; h; n1; : : : ; nk) over the domain D(n; k; h) dened by (4), let (s1; : : : ; sk) be a k-tuple
in D(n; k; h) such that g(n; h; s1; : : : ; sk)=maxfg(n; h; n1; : : : ; nk): (n1; : : : ; nk) 2 D(n; k; h)
and g(n; h; n1; : : : ; nk)<g(n; h;m1; : : : ; mk)g.
From the proof of Theorem 2.4 one can easily deduce that for suciently large n
we have:
 If k is odd, k>5, one such system (s1; : : : ; sk) has the property that the component
greater than h−1 is equal to n−(k−1)h=2−1, its order position is odd, its neighboring
components are equal to h and h − 1, respectively and all other components are 1
and h−1 alternately and they coincide with the components of a k-tuple (m1; : : : ; mk)
in this case.
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 If k is even, k>4, a system (s1; : : : ; sk) has the component greater than h−1 equal to
n−kh=2+h−2, its order position is odd or even and its neighboring components are
equal to 1 and h. All other components are equal to 1 and h−1 alternately and they
coincide with the components of a k-tuple (m1; : : : ; mk) maximizing g(n; h; n1; : : : ; nk)
in this case.
 If k=3 we have (m1; m2; m3)=(1; n−2; 1) and (s1; s2; s3)=(2; n−3; 1) or (1; n−3; 2).
Now by straightforward computation one deduces that g(n; h;m1; : : : ; mk)=
g(n; h; n1; : : : ; nk) is greater than 2n−kh=2=n for k>4 and greater than 2n−3=n for k=3 for
every (n1; : : : ; nk) 2 D(n; k; h) and (n1; : : : ; nk) 62 f(m1; : : : ; mk): (m1; : : : ; mk) maximizes
g(n; h; n1; : : : ; nk) in D(n; k; h)g. Since the number of compositions n = n1 +    + nk
where every ni>1 is a natural number equals

n−1
k−1

, a polynomial of degree k − 1 in
n, the proof is complete.
3. Main results
Theorem 3.1. We have
2(
n
h)−( n−2h−2)(1 + o(1))6H (n; h;d= 2)6
n
2

2(
n
h)−( n−2h−2);
1
n− hg(n; 4; h)(1 + o(1))6H (n; h;d= 3)6g(n; 4; h)(1 + o(1));
1
2(h− 1)g(n; 5; h)(1 + o(1))6H (n; h;d= 4)6g(n; 5; h)(1 + o(1));
and for every k>5;
H (n; h;d= k) = g(n; k + 1; h)(1 + o(1));
where g(n; k; h) is given by Theorem 2:4.
Proof. The idea of the proof is to start with the lower bound construction by generating
a large class of h-hypergraphs of order n and diameter equal to k>2 and then prove
that most h-hypergraphs of diameter k are of this form (upper bound construction).
A. Lower bound. In order to generate a large class of h-hypergraphs of order n and
diameter equal to k>2 we shall proceed as follows:
 If k = 2 let u; v 2 f1; : : : ; ng be two distinct vertices and H1 be an h-hypergraph on
vertex set f1; : : : ; ngnfu; vg such that d(H1)=1. If H consists of H1 and some edges
between u and V (H1) such that every vertex of H1 is contained in at least one such an
edge and between V (H1) and v such that v is contained in at least one such an edge,
then d(H)=2 and H can be chosen in exactly H (n−2; h;d=1)a(1; n−2)a(n−2; 1)
ways. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3 we have H (n − 2; h;d = 1) = 2( n−2h )(1 + o(1)) and
a(1; n− 2)a(n− 2; 1) = 22( n−1h )−2( n−2h )(1 + o(1)) which implies that H (n; h;d= 2)>
2(
n
h)−( n−2h−2)(1 + o(1)).
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 If k>4 is even, then k+1 is odd and consider a xed partition  with k+1 classes
of the set f1; : : : ; ng: V1; V2; : : : ; Vk+1 having the following properties:
(i) jV1j= jVk+1j= 1;
(ii) jVk−1j= n− kh=2;
(iii) jVk−2j = jVk j = h − 1 and all classes dierent from Vk−1 contain 1 and h − 1
elements alternately.
Let H1 be any h-hypergraph such that V (H1)=Vk−1 and d(H1)=1. We consider the
h-hypergraphs H consisting of H1, the edges: V1[V2; V2[V3; V3[V4; : : : ; Vk−3[Vk−2,
Vk [Vk+1; some other edges between Vk−2 and Vk−1 such that every vertex of Vk−1
is contained in at least one such an edge and between Vk−1 and Vk such that every
vertex of Vk is included in at least one edge comprising vertices from Vk−1 and Vk .
It is clear that each such h-hypergraph H has d(H) = k and the number of
these hypergraphs built for a xed ordered partition  equals H (n − kh=2; h;
d = 1)a(h − 1; n − kh=2)a(n − kh=2; h − 1) = 2 (n;k+1; h)(1 + o(1)). Now let  be
any ordered partition with k + 1 classes of cardinalities 1; h − 1; 1; h − 1; : : : ; h − 1;
n − kh=2; h − 1; 1 of the set f1; : : : ; ng and denote by H the set of all h-hyper-
graphs of order n and diameter k generated in such a way when  is variable,
of the prescribed type.
If k=4 every hypergraph is generated at most 2(h−1) times on this way. Indeed,
if  has classes fug; V2; V3; V4; fvg and H is an hypergraph generated by , then
the only vertices of degree one of H are u; v and at most h − 2 vertices of V2.
It follows that H can be eventually generated by the ordered partition with classes
fvg; V4; V3; V2; fug by considering same edges between V2 and V3; V3 and V4 and
the edges included only in V3. Also H can be eventually generated by the ordered
partition whose classes are fwg; V2 [ fug n fwg; V3; V4; fvg, where w is a vertex of
degree one from V2. Hence jHj>(1=2(h − 1))g(n; 5; h)(1 + o(1)) in this case. But
if k>6 every hypergraph H in H is generated without repetitions because if 
has V1 = fug and Vk+1 = fvg then the only vertices of degree one in H are u; v
and at most h− 2 vertices from Vk−2. In this case if x 2 Vk−2 and dH (x) = 1 then
ecc(x)<k=ecc(u)=ecc(v) and x cannot be interchanged with u or v in the ordered
partition which generates H . Also H cannot be generated by the ordered partition
0: fvg; Vk ; Vk−1; : : : ; V2; fug with classes of the same cardinalities as  because in
the rst case the number of vertices at a distance apart from v equal to two equals
n− kh=2 and in the second one this number equals 1.
It follows that for even k>6 the inequalities H (n; h;d = k)>jHj>
g(n; k + 1; h)(1 + o(1)) hold.
 If k>3 is odd then k+1 is even and the construction is somewhat similar to that of
the previous case; if k=3 we choose jV1j= jV4j=1; jV2j=n−h−1 and jV3j=h−1
and for k>5 we dene jV1j= jV3j=1; jV2j= jV5j=h−1; jV4j=n− (k+1)h=2+h−1
and classes V5; V6; : : : ; Vk+1 contain 1 and h − 1 elements alternately. The number
of h-hypergraphs generated by a xed ordered partition  of the set f1; : : : ; ng with
k+1 classes of cardinalities prescribed above is equal to H (n− (k+1)h=2+h−1; h;
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d=1)a(1; n− (k+1)h=2+h−1)a(n− (k+1)h=2+h−1; h−1)=2 (n;k+1; h)(1+o(1))
for every odd k>3. If k = 3 every hypergraph H in H is generated with a multi-
plicity at most equal to n−h since if  has classes fug; V2; V3; fvg with jV3j=h−1,
then v is the unique vertex of degree one in H . It follows that fvg [ V3 is the
unique edge E containing v and the ordered partition of f1; : : : ; ng n E consisting of
fug and V2 can be chosen in n− h ways. Hence in this case H (n; h;d=3)>jHj>
[1=(n− h)]g(n; 4; h)(1 + o(1)).
For k>5 one can show as above that if V1 =fug and Vk+1=fvg then u and v are
the only vertices of degree one in H and the \big" class V4 is asymmetric relatively
to u and v, hence every hypergraph H in H is generated without repetitions. One
obtains
H (n; h;d= k)>

n
1; h− 1; 1; n− (k + 1)h=2 + h− 1; h− 1; 1; : : : ; 1

2 (n;k+1; h)(1 + o(1)) = g(n; k + 1; h)(1 + o(1)):
B. Upper bound. The upper bound for H (n; h;d = 2) follows from (1) and the
property is proved in this case.
If v 2 V (H) has ecc(v) = k>2, then fvg; V2(v); : : : ; Vk+1(v) is an ordered partition
of V (H), where Vi+1(v) = fu: u 2 V (H) and d(u; v) = ig for 16i6k. It follows that
v is adjacent to all vertices of V2(v) and for every 26i6k any vertex z 2 Vi+1(v) is
included in some edge EVi(v)[Vi+1(v) which contains at least one vertex t 2 Vi(v).
If we denote jVi(v)j = ni for 26i6k + 1 it follows that n2>h − 1 and ni + ni+1>h
for every 26i6k. By Lemma 2.2 one gets
jfH : V (H) = f1; : : : ; ng and ecc(v) = kgj
=
1
n
X
(n1 ;:::; nk+1)2D(n;k+1;h)

n
n1; : : : ; nk+1

2
Pk+1
i=1
( nih )
kY
i=1
a(ni; ni+1): (7)
We deduce
a(ni; ni+1)6(ni; ni+1) = 2(
ni+ni+1
h )−(
ni
h )−(
ni+1
h )
and if ni + ni+1 = h then
a(ni; ni+1) = 1 = 2(
ni+ni+1
h )−(
ni
h )−(
ni+1
h )−1:
Now (7) implies that
jfH : V (H) = f1; : : : ; ng and ecc(v) = kgj
6
1
n
X
(n1 ;:::; nk+1)2D(n;k+1;h)
g(n; h; n1; : : : ; nk+1) =
1
n
g(n; k + 1; h)(1 + o(1))
by Lemma 2.5. We get H (n; h;d = k)6jSv2f1;:::; ngfH : V (H) = f1; : : : ; ng and
ecc(v) = kgj6njfH : V (H) = f1; : : : ; ng and ecc(v) = kgj6g(n; k + 1; h)(1 + o(1))
for every k>3. The proof is complete.
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Since g(n; k + 1; h) = 2(
n
h)+nh−1(k+1;h)+O(nh−2), where (k + 1; h) = [1=2(h − 1)!]
(3h− kh−2) for every odd k>3 and (k+1; h)= [1=2(h−1)!](4h− kh−4) for every
even k>4, we obtain:
Corollary 3.2. For every xed h>3 and k>1 the following equality holds:
lim
n!1
H (n; h;d= k)
H (n; h;d= k + 1)
=1:
Note that a similar result holds for graphs and digraphs for every xed k>2 [3{5].
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